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Global Trade
As editor Kenneth E. Hendrickson, III, notes in his introduction: “Since the end of the
nineteenth-century, industrialization has become a global phenomenon. After the
relative completion of the advanced industrial economies of the West after 1945,
patterns of rapid economic change invaded societies beyond western Europe, North
America, the Commonwealth, and Japan.” In The Encyclopedia of the Industrial
Revolution in World History contributors survey the Industrial Revolution as a world
historical phenomenon rather than through the traditional lens of a development largely
restricted to Western society. The Encyclopedia of the Industrial Revolution in World
History is a three-volume work of over 1,000 entries on the rise and spread of the
Industrial Revolution across the world. Entries comprise accessible but scholarly
explorations of topics from the “aerospace industry” to “zaibatsu.” Contributor articles
not only address topics of technology and technical innovation but emphasize the
individual human and social experience of industrialization. Entries include generous
selections of biographical figures and human communities, with articles on
entrepreneurs, working men and women, families, and organizations. They also cover
legal developments, disasters, and the environmental impact of the Industrial
Revolution. Each entry also includes cross-references and a brief list of suggested
readings to alert readers to more detailed information. The Encyclopedia of the
Industrial Revolution in World History includes over 300 illustrations, as well as artfully
selected, extended quotations from key primary sources, from Thomas Malthus’
“Essay on the Principal of Population” to Arthur Young’s look at Birmingham, England
in 1791. This work is the perfect reference work for anyone conducting research in the
areas of technology, business, economics, and history on a world historical scale.
This book analyses the role of the national state, as organiser of its territory and
governor of its infrastructure, since it emerged in the 19th Century. It presents a crosstime analysis of eight emerging democratic states during the transport revolution,
focussing on railway systems. The book explores how the intervention state regulated
society in Europe and Australia since the Industrial Revolution. The authors conclude
that these state capacities are still governing the public domain, also at the level of the
EU.
The industrial revolution and the creation of the modern (national) state are two of the
most important historical processes to have occurred in Europe during the 19th century.
The state and other bodies of governance play an important role in the development of
capitalist market societies since the 18th century. But modern market economies are to
a large degree a product of the interplay between market and governance. Yet we are
often told a strikingly different tale about the modern economy, at least how it ought to
work and operate - as far as possible without public interference. Even more frequently
we have been taught that the modern capitalist market economy is a product of an
industrial revolution, originating with the UK in the middle of the 18th century propelled
by laissez faire and the triumph of free markets which gradually liberated themselves
from the grip of an old dirigiste state. This book argues that in order to get a better
understanding of this period and the rise of modern industrial capitalism it is necessary
to link the industrial revolution in its various forms to a political and institutional context
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of state-making and the creation of modern national states. Professor Magnusson
demonstrates that a historical narrative which does not acknowledge the role of the
state and public governance for the establishment of the modern capitalist market
economy is fundamentally flawed.
A rich and ambitious history reframing the Industrial Revolution, the expansion of the
British empire, and the emergence of industrial capitalism as inextricable from the gun
trade. From the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, the industrial revolution
transformed Britain from an agricultural and artisanal economy to one dominated by
industry, ushering in unprecedented growth in technology and trade and putting the
country at the center of the global economy. But the commonly accepted story of the
industrial revolution, anchored in images of cotton factories and steam engines
invented by unfettered geniuses, overlooks the true root of economic and industrial
expansion: the lucrative military contracting that enabled the country's near-constant
state of war in the eighteenth century. Demand for the guns and other war materiel that
allowed British armies, navies, mercenaries, traders, settlers, and adventurers to
conquer an immense share of the globe in turn drove the rise of innumerable
associated industries, from metalworking to banking. Bookended by the Glorious
Revolution of 1688 and the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815, this book traces the
social and material life of British guns over a century of near-constant war and violence
at home and abroad. Priya Satia develops this story through the life of prominent British
gun-maker and Quaker Samuel Galton Jr., who was asked to answer for the moral
defensibility of producing guns as new uses like anonymous mass violence rose.
Reconciling the pacifist tenet of his faith with his perception of the economic realities of
the time, Galton argued that war was driving the industrial economy, making everyone
inescapably complicit in it. Through his story, Satia illuminates Britain's emergence as a
global superpower, the roots of the government's role in economic development, and
the origins of our own era's debates over gun control and military contracting.
Understanding the Industrial Revolution is a fresh, new exploration of this economic
phenomenon of major importance. It describes theories of economic growth, shows
how these can be applied to the revolution and discusses them in the light of modern
research. Furthermore, it places the debate surrounding the social effects of
industrialisation into the context of economic change during the period. This book
includes discussion of: * theories on the supply of capital * role of labour * innovation
and entrepreneurship * the significance of transport * the impact of industrialisation on
living standards. Each aspect of the Industrial Revolution in Britain is discussed in
depth, focusing on the important debates and reviewing the most recent research.
The Industrial Revolution, powered by oil and other fossil fuels, is spiraling into a
dangerous endgame. The price of gas and food are climbing, unemployment remains
high, the housing market has tanked, consumer and government debt is soaring, and
the recovery is slowing. Facing the prospect of a second collapse of the global
economy, humanity is desperate for a sustainable economic game plan to take us into
the future. Here, Jeremy Rifkin explores how Internet technology and renewable energy
are merging to create a powerful "Third Industrial Revolution." He asks us to imagine
hundreds of millions of people producing their own green energy in their homes, offices,
and factories, and sharing it with each other in an "energy internet," just like we now
create and share information online. Rifkin describes how the five-pillars of the Third
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Industrial Revolution will create thousands of businesses, millions of jobs, and usher in
a fundamental reordering of human relationships, from hierarchical to lateral power, that
will impact the way we conduct commerce, govern society, educate our children, and
engage in civic life. Rifkin's vision is already gaining traction in the international
community. The European Union Parliament has issued a formal declaration calling for
its implementation, and other nations in Asia, Africa, and the Americas, are quickly
preparing their own initiatives for transitioning into the new economic paradigm. The
Third Industrial Revolution is an insider's account of the next great economic era,
including a look into the personalities and players — heads of state, global CEOs, social
entrepreneurs, and NGOs — who are pioneering its implementation around the world.
The Industrial Revolution remains a defining moment in the economic history of the
modern world. But what kind and how much of a revolution was it? And what kind of
?moment? could it have been? These are just some of the larger questions among the
many that economic historians continue to debate. Addressing the various
interpretations and assumptions that have been attached to the concept of the
Industrial Revolution, Joel Mokyr and his four distinguished contributors present and
defend their views on essential aspects of the Industrial Revolution. In this revised
edition, all chapters?including Mokyr's extensive introductory survey and evaluation of
research in this field?are updated to consider arguments and findings advanced since
the volume's initial 1993 publication. Like its predecessor, the revised edition of The
British Industrial Revolution is an essential book for economic historians and, indeed,
for any historian of Great Britain in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
In The Path Not Taken, Jeff Horn argues that—contrary to standard, Anglocentric
accounts—French industrialization was not a failed imitation of the laissez-faire British model
but the product of a distinctive industrial policy that led, over the long term, to prosperity
comparable to Britain's. Despite the upheavals of the Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars,
France developed and maintained its own industrial strengths. France was then able to take
full advantage of the new technologies and industries that emerged in the "second industrial
revolution," and by the end of the nineteenth century some of France's industries were
outperforming Britain's handily. The Path Not Taken shows that the foundations of this success
were laid during the first industrial revolution. Horn posits that the French state's early attempt
to emulate Britain's style of industrial development foundered because of revolutionary politics.
The "threat from below" made it impossible for the state or entrepreneurs to control and exploit
laborers in the British manner. The French used different means to manage labor unruliness
and encourage innovation and entrepreneurialism. Technology is at the heart of Horn's
analysis, and he shows that France, unlike England, often preferred still-profitable older
methods of production in order to maintain employment and forestall revolution. Horn
examines the institutional framework established by Napoleon's most important Minister of the
Interior, Jean-Antoine Chaptal. He focuses on textiles, chemicals, and steel, looks at how
these new institutions created a new industrial environment. Horn's illuminating comparison of
French and British industrialization should stir debate among historians, economists, and
political scientists.
Places the British Industrial Revolution in global context, providing a fresh perspective on the
relationship between technology and society.
From the bestselling authors of The Right Nation, a visionary argument that our current crisis in
government is nothing less than the fourth radical transition in the history of the nation-state
Dysfunctional government: It’s become a cliché, and most of us are resigned to the fact that
nothing is ever going to change. As John Micklethwait and Adrian Wooldridge show us, that is
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a seriously limited view of things. In fact, there have been three great revolutions in
government in the history of the modern world. The West has led these revolutions, but now
we are in the midst of a fourth revolution, and it is Western government that is in danger of
being left behind. Now, things really are different. The West’s debt load is unsustainable. The
developing world has harvested the low-hanging fruits. Industrialization has transformed all the
peasant economies it had left to transform, and the toxic side effects of rapid developing world
growth are adding to the bill. From Washington to Detroit, from Brasilia to New Delhi, there is a
dual crisis of political legitimacy and political effectiveness. The Fourth Revolution crystallizes
the scope of the crisis and points forward to our future. The authors enjoy extraordinary access
to influential figures and forces the world over, and the book is a global tour of the innovators in
how power is to be wielded. The age of big government is over; the age of smart government
has begun. Many of the ideas the authors discuss seem outlandish now, but the center of
gravity is moving quickly. This tour drives home a powerful argument: that countries’ success
depends overwhelmingly on their ability to reinvent the state. And that much of the West—and
particularly the United States—is failing badly in its task. China is making rapid progress with
government reform at the same time as America is falling badly behind. Washington is
gridlocked, and America is in danger of squandering its huge advantages from its powerful
economy because of failing government. And flailing democracies like India look enviously at
China’s state-of-the-art airports and expanding universities. The race to get government right
is not just a race of efficiency. It is a race to see which political values will triumph in the twentyfirst century—the liberal values of democracy and liberty or the authoritarian values of command
and control. The stakes could not be higher.
Since the inadequacies of the Industrial Revolution remain a key factor in most critiques of
capitalism and individual liberty, Education and the Industrial Revolution makes an important
contribution to a better understanding of the period. The book provides a challenge to the
educational establishment because it contradicts the long-held view that the Industrial
Revolution was a disaster and that only government intervention and 'compulsion' brought the
joys of education to people. West's investigations unearthed a large and growing market for
education going hand in hand with the rise of industrialism and occurring prior to government
intervention. By taking on such issues as supposed educational deficiency, market provision,
actual literacy rates, theories of educational reform in the nineteenth century, and the realities
of educational intervention, West helps us come to a richer understanding of liberty -- one that
is little-known today but every bit as relevant as the day it was written.
In Child Labor and the Industrial Revolution, two sisters work in a linen mill under horrible
conditions. Years later, the girls, now women, are about to receive an honor for an interview
with the National Child Labor Committee.
In this hugely ambitious history of Britain, Eric Evans surveys every aspect of the period in
which the country was transformed into the world’s first industrial power. This was an era of
revolutionary change unparalleled in Britain, yet one in which transformation was achieved
without political revolution. The unique combination of transition and revolution is a major
theme in the book, which ranges across the embryonic empire, the Church, education, health,
finance, and rural and urban life. Evans gives particular attention to the Great Reform Act of
1832. The Third Edition includes an entirely new introductory chapter, and is illustrated for the
first time.
"The British Industrial Revolution has long been seen as the spark for modern, global
industrialization and sustained economic growth. Indeed the origins of economic history, as a
discipline, lie in 19th-century European and North American attempts to understand the
foundation of this process. In this book, William J. Ashworth questions some of the orthodoxies
concerning the history of the industrial revolution and offers a deep and detailed reassessment
of the subject that focuses on the State and its role in the development of key British
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manufactures. In particular, he explores the role of State regulation and protectionism in
nurturing Britain's negligible early manufacturing base. Taking a long view, from the mid 17th
century through to the 19th century, the analysis weaves together a vast range of factors to
provide one of the fullest analyses of the industrial revolution, and one that places it firmly
within a global context, showing that the Industrial Revolution was merely a short moment
within a much larger and longer global trajectory. This book is an important intervention in the
debates surrounding modern industrial history will be essential reading for anyone interested in
global and comparative economic history and the history of globalization."--Bloomsbury
Publishing.
Why did the industrial revolution take place in eighteenth-century Britain and not elsewhere in
Europe or Asia? In this convincing new account Robert Allen argues that the British industrial
revolution was a successful response to the global economy of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. He shows that in Britain wages were high and capital and energy cheap in
comparison to other countries in Europe and Asia. As a result, the breakthrough technologies
of the industrial revolution - the steam engine, the cotton mill, and the substitution of coal for
wood in metal production - were uniquely profitable to invent and use in Britain. The high wage
economy of pre-industrial Britain also fostered industrial development since more people could
afford schooling and apprenticeships. It was only when British engineers made these new
technologies more cost-effective during the nineteenth century that the industrial revolution
would spread around the world.
The present and future state of the environment gives rise to ever increasing concern, but
much less is known as yet about the past: the damage that has been done since, and by, the
Industrial Revolution; how far our predecessors were aware of it; the steps they took; and the
gradual development of a wider concern for the state of the world and our impact on it. This
timely and pioneering survey, designed for general readers as well as students and scholars, is
a substantial contribution to that understanding.
In Rethinking the Industrial Revolution, Michael Andrew Zmolek offers the first in-depth study
of the evolution of English manufacturing from the feudal and early modern periods within the
context of the development of agrarian capitalism. The work chronicles how a long train of
struggles led by artisans resisting efforts by employers to transform production along capitalist
lines, prompted employers to appeal to the state to suppress this resistance by coercion.
‘The Long Road to the Industrial Revolution’ offers a new explanation of the origins of the
industrial revolution in Western Europe by placing development in Europe within a global
perspective. It focuses on its specific institutional and demographic development since the late
Middle Ages, and on the important role played by human capital formation
Explores more than 250 years of manufacturing history, arguing that the rise of China and
India is not necessarily the death knell of the U.S., U.K., German and Japanese economies, if
only those nations can adapt.
In From Old Regime to Industrial State, Richard H. Tilly and Michael Kopsidis question
established thinking about Germany’s industrialization. While some hold that Germany
experienced a sudden breakthrough to industrialization, the authors instead consider a long
view, incorporating market demand, agricultural advances, and regional variations in industrial
innovativeness, customs, and governance. They begin their assessment earlier than previous
studies to show how the 18th-century emergence of international trade and the accumulation
of capital by merchants fed commercial expansion and innovation. This book provides the
history behind the modern German economic juggernaut.
In this classic work Cipolla explores the slow but complex process of development that
transformed Europe from its relatively weak position in AD 1000 into the highly dynamic and
powerful society of 1700.

Describes industry in America between the War of 1812 and the Civil War and
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how this period of growth in the first half of the century built the platform for
Carnegie, Rockefeller and Morgan in the second half. 35,000 first printing.
This book puts the industrial revolution in a political and institutional context of
state-making and the creation of modern national states, demonstrating that
industrial transformation was connected to state and military interests.
A number of changes in the English economy during the eighteenth century
marked the inception of the modern industrialised world. Whether for the historian
seeking explanations for past growth, or the economist in search of prescriptions
for the future, the English industrial revolution is probably the most interesting
historical example. This title, first published in 1967, brings together six articles
on the industrial revolution, and explain why it actually occurred. This title will be
of interest to students of history and economics.
Retrospective: 9.
The masterful account of Britain’s reshaping as a modern nation In 1530
England was a backward economy. Yet by 1780 she possessed a global empire
and was on the verge of becoming the world’s first industrialized power. This
book deals with the intervening 250 years, and explains how England acquired
this unique position in history. Esteemed historian Christopher Hill recounts a
story that begins with the break with Europe before hitting a tumultuous period of
war and revolution, combined with a cultural and scientific flowering that made up
the early modern period. It was in this era that Britain became home to imperial
ambitions and economic innovation, prefiguring what was to come. Hill excavates
the conditions and ideas that underpin this age of extraordinary change, and
shows how, and why, Britain became the most powerful nation in the world.
"A Council on Foreign Relations Book"--Title page.
"I am not living upon my friends or doing housework for my board but am a
factory girl," asserted Anna Mason in the early 1850s. Although many young
women who worked in the textile mills found that the industrial revolution brought
greater independence to their lives, most working women in nineteenth-century
New England did not, according to Thomas Dublin. Sketching engaging portraits
of women's experience in cottage industries, factories, domestic service, and
village schools, Dublin demonstrates that the autonomy of working women
actually diminished as growing numbers lived with their families and contributed
their earnings to the household. From diaries, letters, account books, and
censuses, Dublin reconstructs employment patterns across the century as he
shows how wage work increasingly came to serve the needs of families, rather
than of individual women. He first examines the case of rural women engaged in
the cottage industries of weaving and palm-leaf hatmaking between 1820 and
1850. Next, he compares the employment experiences of women in the textile
mills of Lowell and the shoe factories of Lynn. Following a discussion of Boston
working women in the middle decades of the century-particularly domestic
servants and garment workers-Dublin turns his attention to the lives of women
teachers in three New Hampshire towns.
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This text is a wide-ranging survey of the principal economic and social aspects of the first
Industrial Revolution.
This concise guide zooms in on the period of American history known as the Industrial
Revolution, from its earliest beginnings in the mid-18th century to just after the First World War.
This book is a concise reference source on the era in American history known as the Industrial
Revolution—a period characterized by urbanization, mass immigration, organization of labor,
and an immense gap between wealthy industrialists and the poor. It serves as an ideal
resource for students preparing to take the AP U.S. history exam as well as being useful to
undergraduates and anyone interested in this important period. Using encyclopedic entries on
important events, key people, and trends of the time, the era is examined through the
exploration of key themes such as agriculture, business, economy, finance, labor, and politics.
Other features of the book include sample documents-based essay questions, rigorous
thematic tagging of encyclopedic entries, a detailed chronology, and primary source
documents—all of which guide readers through the material and aid in their comprehension of
the Industrial Revolution's historical significance. Content covers factories, mass production,
the progressive movement, muckrakers, populists, laissez-faire economics, social Darwinism,
and robber barons, among other topics. • Presents content and themes aligned with course
objectives for students preparing for the AP U.S. history exam • Includes 15 primary source
documents with introductions placing them in their proper historical context • Features a
sample documents-based essay question similar to those found on the AP U.S. history exam •
Supplies top tips for answering documents-based essay questions and an appendix of period
learning objectives • Provides a detailed chronology that links each event to a key theme as
well as reference content thematic tagging of entries, documents, and timeline—a unique
feature for students
The second volume of the bestselling landmark work on the history of the modern state Writing
in The Wall Street Journal, David Gress called Francis Fukuyama's Origins of Political Order
"magisterial in its learning and admirably immodest in its ambition." In The New York Times
Book Review, Michael Lind described the book as "a major achievement by one of the leading
public intellectuals of our time." And in The Washington Post, Gerard DeGrott exclaimed "this
is a book that will be remembered. Bring on volume two." Volume two is finally here,
completing the most important work of political thought in at least a generation. Taking up the
essential question of how societies develop strong, impersonal, and accountable political
institutions, Fukuyama follows the story from the French Revolution to the so-called Arab
Spring and the deep dysfunctions of contemporary American politics. He examines the effects
of corruption on governance, and why some societies have been successful at rooting it out.
He explores the different legacies of colonialism in Latin America, Africa, and Asia, and offers a
clear-eyed account of why some regions have thrived and developed more quickly than others.
And he boldly reckons with the future of democracy in the face of a rising global middle class
and entrenched political paralysis in the West. A sweeping, masterful account of the struggle to
create a well-functioning modern state, Political Order and Political Decay is destined to be a
classic.
The British Industrial Revolution has long been seen as the spark for modern, global
industrialization and sustained economic growth. Indeed the origins of economic history, as a
discipline, lie in 19th-century European and North American attempts to understand the
foundation of this process. In this book, William J. Ashworth questions some of the orthodoxies
concerning the history of the industrial revolution and offers a deep and detailed reassessment
of the subject that focuses on the State and its role in the development of key British
manufactures. In particular, he explores the role of State regulation and protectionism in
nurturing Britain's negligible early manufacturing base. Taking a long view, from the mid 17th
century through to the 19th century, the analysis weaves together a vast range of factors to
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provide one of the fullest analyses of the industrial revolution, and one that places it firmly
within a global context, showing that the Industrial Revolution was merely a short moment
within a much larger and longer global trajectory. This book is an important intervention in the
debates surrounding modern industrial history will be essential reading for anyone interested in
global and comparative economic history and the history of globalization.
This ready-reference encyclopedia offers in-depth coverage of the economic, political, and
social developments of the Industrial Revolution in the United States from 1750 to 1920. More
than 200 substantial entries cover key individuals, significant technologies, inventions, court
cases, companies, political institutions, economic events, and legislation. Highlights of the work
include numerous entries on developments in water and rail transportation, agriculture,
manufacturing, mass production, the labor movement, big government, and the key inventions
that changed the American economy. More than 50 historical illustrations and photos enliven
the text.
World-renowned economist Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman of the World
Economic Forum, explains that we have an opportunity to shape the fourth industrial revolution, which will fundamentally alter how we live and work. Schwab argues that this revolution is
different in scale, scope and complexity from any that have come before. Characterized by a
range of new technologies that are fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, the
developments are affecting all disciplines, economies, industries and governments, and even
challenging ideas about what it means to be human. Artificial intelligence is already all around
us, from supercomputers, drones and virtual assistants to 3D printing, DNA sequencing, smart
thermostats, wearable sensors and microchips smaller than a grain of sand. But this is just the
beginning: nanomaterials 200 times stronger than steel and a million times thinner than a
strand of hair and the first transplant of a 3D printed liver are already in development. Imagine
"smart factories" in which global systems of manufacturing are coordinated virtually, or
implantable mobile phones made of biosynthetic materials. The fourth industrial revolution,
says Schwab, is more significant, and its ramifications more profound, than in any prior period
of human history. He outlines the key technologies driving this revolution and discusses the
major impacts expected on government, business, civil society and individuals. Schwab also
offers bold ideas on how to harness these changes and shape a better future--one in which
technology empowers people rather than replaces them; progress serves society rather than
disrupts it; and in which innovators respect moral and ethical boundaries rather than cross
them. We all have the opportunity to contribute to developing new frameworks that advance
progress.
Imagine a world without brand-name products! Before the Industrial Revolution it was not
possible to produce enough of the same item to have a brand, but in 100 years the world
changed from make-your-own everything to a society of manufactured goods. The Industrial
Revolution: Investigate How Science and Technology Changed the World introduces the
dynamic individuals who led this revolution and how their innovations impacted the lives of
everyone, rich and poor, city-dwellers and farmers alike. Elements of history, biography, civics,
science, and technology combine with activity-driven enrichment projects that kids can do with
minimal supervision. Activities include creating a water-powered wheel, designing a steam
ship, building a telegraph machine, and making a pinhole camera.
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